DARE JENGA
Object of Jenga game:
Remove one block at a time from the tower, and then stack it on top. The last player to
stack a block without making the tower fall wins the game. The game ends once the
tower falls even if only one or two Jenga blocks fall.
Gameplay:
-The player that has been with HES the longest goes first.
-Play passes to the left.
-Carefully remove a block from anywhere below the highest completed story, using
only one hand (it is not permitted to hold or steady the tower with the other hand).Then
stack the block on top of the tower at right angles to the blocks just below it. Remove
and stack one block per turn.
-As play proceeds and the weight of the tower shifts, some blocks become looser than
others and are easier to remove. You can touch other blocks to find a loose one, but if
you move a block out of place, you must fix it (using one hand only) before touching
another block.
-While stacking, always complete a 3-block story before starting a higher one.
-Your turn ends 10 seconds after you stack your block - or as soon as the player to your
left touches one.
Winning:
If you’re the last player to stack a block without toppling the tower, you win! The player
who makes the tower fall gets to set up the tower for the next game.

Dare Jenga:
There will be dares written on various Jenga blocks. When you pull a block with a dare,
you have to perform the dare that’s written on it. Your survivor points for this challenge
will be based on the number of dares completed by your team.
Each team has the opportunity to earn 2 bonus points for TEAMWORK during this
challenge.
If time allows, your team may play additional games. Points will continue to be awarded
for any dares the team has not completed, but you cannot earn points for dares already
completed in the first game.

Jenga Dares
1. Sit on a balloon and pop it.
2. Wrap yourself up in toilet paper and have one of your teammates take your
picture.
3. Make up a new dance and teach it to the rest of your team.
4. Skip around the cones singing Mary Had a Little Lamb.
5. Dance around the cones singing a song chosen by your team.
6. Circle around each person on your team five times each.
7. Dance crazy with no music for 20 seconds.
8. Hop on one leg for 20 seconds with both hands on your head.
9. Do a runway walk around the cones.
10. Try to moonwalk across the room.
11. Hula Hoop for 20 seconds.
12. Find the kickball in the recess bag and play catch with each of your teammates
for a total of 12 throws.
13. Do your loudest husky howl with your team.
14. Act out these three charades and have your team guess (STOP READING OUT
LOUD NOW): swimming, bowling, blowing a bubble.
15. Hold hands with your teammates while all of you sing the Sesame Street theme
song.
16. Have two people on your team hold the jump rope (in the recess bag) at the
height of your belly button and have the rest of the team, including you, limbo
under it.

17. Work together with your team to create a Hillpoint cheer and perform it.
18. Find the soccer ball in the recess bag and pass it with each of your teammates
for a total of 12 kicks.
19. Find the two scoops and ball set in the recess bag and play with each one of
your teammates for one catch each.
20. Find the frisbee in the recess bag and play with each one of your teammates for
one catch each.
21. Work together with your team to create a Hillpoint rap and perform it.
22. Act out these three charades and have your team guess (STOP READING OUT
LOUD NOW): playing the drums, cooking, reading.
23. DOUBLE DARE. Pick a number between 3 and 13.
24. DOUBLE DARE. Pick a number between 15 and 21.

